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Abstract 

This article evaluates the potential gains a 

workflow-aware storage system can bring. 

Two observations make us believe such 

storage system is crucial to efficiently 

support workflow-based applications: First, 

workflows generate irregular and 

application-dependent data access patterns. 

These patterns render existing generic 

storage systems unable to harness all 

optimization opportunities as this often 

requires enabling conflicting optimizations 

or even conflicting design decisions at the 

storage system level. Second, most 

workflow runtime engines make suboptimal 

scheduling decisions as they lack the 

detailed data location information that is 

generally hidden by the storage system. This 

paper presents a limit study that evaluates 

the potential gains from building a 

workflow-aware storage system that 

supports per-file access optimizations and 

exposes data location. Our evaluation using 

synthetic benchmarks and real applications 

shows that a workflow-aware storage system 

can bring significant performance gains: up 

to 3x performance gains compared to a 

vanilla distributed storage system deployed 

on the same resources yet unaware of the 

possible file-level optimizations.  

 

Keywords: Large-scale storage system, workflow-

aware storage system, workflow runtime engine. 

1. Introduction 

Meta applications that assemble 

complex workflows using existing 

applications as their building blocks are 

increasingly popular (e.g., modFTDock 

[2], Montage [3], PTMap [4], Bronze 

Standard [5], FIELD-II [6]). While 

there are multiple ways to support the 

execution of these workflows on large 

clusters, in the science area—where a 

large legacy codebase exists—one 

approach has gained widespread 

popularity: a many-task approach [7] 

where workflows are assembled from 

independent, standalone processes. 

Each process takes as an input a set of 

files and writes its output to one or more 

files. The file dependency between 

processes forms the workflow direct 

acyclic graph (DAG). The workflow 

intermediary files are stored either in a 

shared datastore or independently, on 

the node-local storage where task 

execution takes place.  

This approach, adopted by many 

existing workflow runtime engines 
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(e.g., Swift [8], Pegasus [9], MakeFlow 

[10]), offers three key advantages: 

simplicity, direct support for legacy 

applications, and natural support for 

fault tolerance. First, a shared storage 

system approach simplifies workflow 

development, deployment, and 

debugging: workflows can be developed 

on a workstation then deployed on a 

cluster without changing the 

environment. Moreover, a shared 

storage system simplifies workflow 

debugging as it offers a global view that 

supports inspecting the intermediate 

computation state at runtime and, if 

needed, collecting it for debugging and 

performance profiling.  Second, most of 

the legacy applications that form the 

individual workflow stages are coded to 

read their input and write their output 

through the POSIX API. Finally, 

compared to approaches based on 

message passing, communicating 

between workflow stages through a 

storage system that offers persistency 

makes support for fault-tolerance much 

simpler: a failed execution step can 

simply be restarted on a different 

compute node as long as all its input 

data is available in the shared storage.  

Although these are important 

advantages, the main drawback of this 

approach is lower performance: the 

shared storage API (predominantly 

POSIX) constrains the communicate 

between the storage layer and the 

workflow runtime engine [11], 

consequently limiting the ability to 

harness various performance-oriented 

optimizations. This is because a 

traditional file system cannot use the 

information available at the level of the 

workflow execution engine to guide the 

per-object data placement or to 

optimize for various data access 

patterns at per object granularity. 

Similarly, a traditional distributed 

storage system does not expose data-

location information, which prevents 

the workflow runtime engine from 

exploiting opportunities for collocating 

data and computation.  

Recent proposals (surveyed in §2.2) 

envisage a communication channel 

through which the workflow runtime 

engine and the storage system can 

exchange hints, thus facilitating a 

workflow-aware storage system as a 

part of an ecosystem geared towards 

efficiently supporting workflow 

applications.  

This paper investigates the feasibility 

and the performance benefits of such a 

workflow-aware storage system, which 

will have two key features: First, it 

efficiently supports the data access 

patterns generated by workflows 

through file- or directory-level 

optimizations. Second, it exposes data 

placement information so that the 

workflow runtime engine can make 

data-aware scheduling decisions. To 

support specific-data access patterns, 

the storage system will use hints [11] 

that will drive the data layout (e.g., file 

co-placement, replication levels, chunk 

placement) that indicate the expected 

access patterns. Such hints can be either 

provided directly by the workflow 

runtime engine or inferred by the 

storage system itself based on historical 

information (see §2.2 for details).  

The goal of this opportunity study is 

to evaluate the performance benefits of 

workflow-aware storage before paying 

the full cost of prototyping. To this end, 

we have started from the MosaStore 

storage system (§3.1) and added the 

ability to expose data location through 

POSIX’s extended file attributes. 

Additionally, to understand the 

performance impact of per-file 

optimizations we use the following 

methodology: we start from the 

workflow access patterns characterized 

in previous studies [12, 13, 14, 15, 16], 

and derive the needed file-level 

optimizations (§2.1). Next we change 

MosaStore to support these patterns 



   

(§3.2). We stress, however, that our 

changes at this point do not amount to a 

new system design – they are generally 

hardcoded paths in the storage with the 

purpose to support our study (§4). 

The contribution of this study. Our 

exploration suggests that building a 

workflow aware storage system is 

feasible and can bring significant 

benefits. First, previous studies showed 

that the workflows have a small set of 

common data access patterns (§2.1), 

thus a small set of storage optimizations 

are enough to serve them. Second, our 

study suggests that these optimizations 

can be incorporated in a high-

performance storage system without 

significantly increasing its complexity. 

Finally, our evaluation (§4) using 

synthetic benchmarks and real 

applications shows that this approach 

brings significant performance gains. 

Compared to a generic distributed 

system that uses the same hardware 

resources, workflow storage 

optimizations enable between 50% and 

300% performance gains depending on 

the access pattern. Further, compared to 

a central NFS server deployed on a well 

provisioned server-class machine (with 

multiple disks, and large memory) our 

approach enables up to 16x 

performance gains. (NFS did provide, 

however, competitive performance 

under cache friendly workloads due to 

its well provisioned hardware). We also 

compare against a set of other 

distributed file systems (Amazon S3, 

Chirp, and HDFS) with similar results. 

2. Background and Related Work 

This section summarizes the often 

observed data access patterns in 

workflow applications, discusses 

approaches for passing hints between 

the workflow runtime and the storage 

system, and surveys previous projects 

focusing on alleviating the storage 

bottleneck for workflow applications 

2.1. Data Access Patterns in Workflow 

Applications 

Several studies explore the data access 
patterns of a large group of scientific 
workflows: Wozniak et al. [12] (5 
applications), Katz et al. [13] (12 
applications), Shibata et al. [14] (5 
applications), Bharathi, et al. [15] (5 
applications), and Ustun et al. [16]. We 
briefly present the common data access 
patterns identified by these studies and 
the opportunities for storage 
optimizations at the data-object level 
they generate in Table 1. Additionally, 
these studies show that a typical 
workflow application is a combination 
of these popular access patterns in 
different stages (as we show for two 
applications evaluated in §4.4 and §4.5). 
While we select a set of popular 
patterns based on these studies, the 
selected set is not exhaustive. We 
believe, however, that the approach we 
propose can be extended with minimal 
effort to support most of these 
additional patterns.   

2.2. Determining the Access Patterns 

Most workflow applications use 
thousands of files and combine multiple 
access patterns. While several 
approaches can be used to obtain access 
pattern information we describe here the 
two most direct ones while noting that a 
deeper investigation is outside the scope 
this study: we focus on evaluating the 
potential benefits of a workflow-aware 
storage once access pattern information 
is available. 

First, annotations that provide 
pattern information can be embedded in 
the workflow description. To date we 
have successfully used this approach: 
we have added ability to annotate to the 
Swift workflow description language [8], 
pyFlow (a simple scheduler based on 
python), and even workflows based 
solely on shell scripts. Using this ability, 
we annotated relatively complex 
workflows that manage hundreds of 
tasks and combine multiple patterns 
(e.g., Montage). 



  

Second, we observe that, based on 
the workflow description, the workflow 
runtime engine builds the data/task 
dependency graph and uses it to 
schedule the tasks once the data become 
available. Thus, the runtime engine has 
all needed information to infer the usage 
patterns (at the time it loads the 
workflow description for static 
workflows or at runtime for dynamic 
workflows).  

Once access patterns are determined, 
this information can be provided to the 
underlying storage system through 
‘hints’ as suggested by Santos-Neto et 
al. [11]. These hints can take the form 
of extended file attributes to comply 
with the Linux kernel API. In fact, file 
attributes can be used as a bidirectional 

communication channel: not only the 
workflow engine can pass usage hints to 
the storage system; but also the storage 
system can expose data location this 
way, to enable the location aware 
scheduling.  

Finally, the storage system may 
need more information to fine-tune the 
optimizations depending on the 
platform and the application (e.g., how 
many replicas are optimal, what is the 
optimal cache size, what is the region 
size for the scatter pattern). Past work 
(e.g., by Alvarez et al. [22]) uses online 
monitoring to collect information on the 
access patterns and predict the future 
ones. The storage system can then 
optimize its operations based on these 
predictions. We are currently exploring 

Table 1. Popular data access patterns generated by workflows. Circles represent computations. An 
outgoing arrow indicates that data is produced (through a temporary file) while an incoming arrow indicates 
that data is consumed (from a temporary file).  There may be multiple inputs and outputs via multiple files.  

Pattern Pattern  Pattern description and optimization opportunity 

 
 
 
 

Pipeline 

 

A set of compute tasks are chained in a sequence such that the output of one 
task is the input of the next task in the chain. An optimized storage system can 
store the intermediate file produced by one stage of the pipeline on the node 
that executes the task. Ideally, the location of the data is exposed to the 
workflow scheduler so that the task that consumes this data is scheduled on the 
same node, consequently increasing access locality and efficiently utilizing 
local caches. 

 
 

Broadcast 

 

A single file is used as input by multiple tasks at the same time. An optimized 
storage system can create enough replicas of the shared file to eliminate the 
possibility that the node(s) storing the file become(s) overloaded – resulting in 
a performance bottleneck. 

 
 
 

Reduce 

 

A single compute task processes a set of files produced by multiple different 
computations. Examples include a task that checks the results of previous tasks 
for a convergence criterion, or a task that calculates summary statistics from 
the output of many tasks. An optimized storage system can place all these input 
files on one node and expose their location information, thus creating an 
opportunity for scheduling the reduce task on that node and increasing access 
locality.  

 
 
 

Scatter 

 

Disjoint ‘regions’ of a single file are read by multiple tasks that can be 
executed in parallel. An optimized object storage system can configure the 
chunk-size (i.e., block-size, the internal storage unit) to be smaller than the 
region size (such that no two regions share a chunk) and optimize its operation 
by placing all the chunks that belong to a particular region on the same node, 
then placing different file regions on different nodes. Exposing chunk-level 
data placement information will enable location aware scheduling.  

 
 

Gather 

 

 

A single file is written by multiple compute nodes where each node writes to a 
disjoint region of the file. An optimized storage system can configure the 
chunk size to be smaller than that the region size (such that no two regions 
share a chunk) and provide support enabling parallel writes to all file regions. 
The data placement is then optimized based on the next step in the workflow 
(e.g. written on a single node for pipeline, or on multiple nodes for scatter). 

 
 

Reuse 

 

A single file is read multiple times by one or multiple tasks scheduled on the 

same compute node. An optimized storage system will maintain the copy of the 

file for as long as it is needed and expose its location so that the workflow 

scheduler can place the tasks that use the file on the same node. 



   

the feasibility of these autotuning 
decisions [23]. 

2.3. Related Work 

The volume of past work on alleviating 
storage system bottlenecks is humbling. 
This section limits itself to positioning a 
small number of projects that directly 
focus on alleviating the storage 
bottleneck for workflow applications. 
The first two directions we discuss 
below target performance optimizations 
while preserving the shared storage 
system abstraction.  The third one co-
designs the workflow runtime engine 
and the storage system – this approach 
holds the promise of higher 
performance yet it leads to a more 
complex design by breaking the 
layering between the storage and the 
workflow runtime which offers a 
natural abstraction and separation of 
concerns. 

Application-optimized storage systems. 

Building storage systems geared for a 

particular class of I/O operations or for 

a specific access pattern is not 

uncommon. For example, the Google 

file system [24] optimizes for large 

datasets and append access. HDFS [18] 

and GPFS-SNC [25], optimize for 

immutable data sets, location-aware 

scheduling and rack-aware fault 

tolerance. The log-structured file system 

[26] optimizes for write intensive 

workloads, arguing that most reads are 

served by ever increasing memory 

caches. Storage systems implementing 

the MPI-IO API optimize for parallel 

access operations.  

These storage systems and the many 

others that take a similar approach are 

optimized for one specific access 

pattern and consequently are inefficient 

when different data objects have 

different patterns, like our case.  

Application-informed storage system 
optimizations. A number of storage 
systems propose allowing application to 
control storage system optimizations 
through custom API. For example, 
Mesnier et al. [27] propose changes to 

the storage system block API to classify 
storage blocks into different classes 
(metadata, journal, small/large file), 
allowing the storage system to apply per 
class QoS polices. Collaborative 
caching [28] proposes changing the 
storage system API to facilitate passing 
hints from clients to server to inform the 
server cache mechanism. Patterson et al. 
[29] propose an encoding approach to 
list the blocks an application accesses, 
and to use the IO control interface 
(ioctl) to pass this list to the storage 
system which uses it to optimize 
caching and prefetching.  eHiTS [30] 
and GreenStor [31] storage systems 
propose building energy optimized 
distributed storage system that use 
application hints to facilitate turning off 
or idling storage devices holding data 
blocks that will not be accessed in the 
near future. BitDew [32], enables users 
to provide hints to the underlying data 
management system.  

These studies are similar, in spirit, to 
this work: they demonstrate the viability 
of using application hints to enable 
storage system operations. None of 
these studies, however, targets the 
workflow applications, the workload 
this study focusses on.  

Co-designing the workflow runtime 
engine and the data-store. An approach 
for managing intermediate files in 
workflow runtime engines is to give up 
the shared storage system abstraction as 

 
Figure 1. MosaStore storage system 

architecture.  The figure highlights the three 

high-level components: the system access 

interface (SAI) sitting at the client; the manager 

that stores all system metadata, and the storage 

nodes that store data chunks. The SAI provides 

a POSIX interface and is implemented on top 

of FUSE (File System in User Space) kernel 

module [1].  

 



  

well as the POSIX interface and 
redesign, from scratch, a minimal 
datastore service coupled with the 
workflow runtime engine. This is the 
path followed by, for example: Falkon 
[33, 34], AME [35, 36], Pegasus [9], 
GrADS [37], DAGMan [38], gCUBE 
[39], and MOTEUR [40]). The 
datastore implemented gives up the 
shared namespace offered by a POSIX-
compliant shared storage system and 
treats each participating node as an 
independent, fully functional storage 
element. An independent service keeps 
track of data location. The scheduler 
will use this service and attempt to 
submit jobs where data is already 
located, schedule explicit data 
moves/copies so that data is available 
on the local storage of a node before a 
task starts executing.  An alternative 
adopted by AME [36], is to provide a 
global metadata service such that each 
compute node can check the availability 
of, and copy to local storage, the 
intermediate input files before executing 
the task. While this approach is likely to 
lead to higher performance (an 
observation that generally holds for 
designs that give up layering), we 
believe that its drawbacks are non-
negligible (higher system complexity 
and limited support for large files, i.e., 
files that do not fit in the local storage 
of a single node cannot be used), in 
addition to forfeiting most of the 
advantages of a layered design which 
we summarize in the introduction. 

3. An Evaluation of Opportunities 

To evaluate the feasibility and 
performance of a workflow-aware 
storage system, we have customized 
MosaStore storage system [19] to 
evaluate four of the optimizations 
presented in §2.1. This section briefly 
presents MosaStore design (§3.1) such 
that this article is self-contained and 
describes the various changes we make 
to the system (§3.2) to support per-file 
optimizations. The next section presents 
the results of our evaluation (§4).  

3.1. MosaStore Design 

MosaStore (http://mosastore.net) is an 

experimental storage system designed to 

harness unused storage space from 

network-connected machines and offer 

it as a high-performance, yet low-cost 

shared datastore that can be configured 

for optimal performance in different 

environments. MosaStore adopts an 

object-based distributed storage system 

architecture with three main 

components: a centralized metadata 

manager, the storage nodes, and the 

client’s system access interface (SAI) 

which uses the FUSE [1] kernel module 

to provide a POSIX file system 

interface (Figure 1). 

The manager maintains the entire 

system metadata including: storage 

nodes’ status, file chunk distribution, 

access control information, and data 

object attributes. The metadata service 

is completely decoupled from the data 

service to provide high scalability.  

Each file is divided into fixed-size 

chunks that are stored on the storage 

nodes. The mapping between a file and 

the corresponding chunks is stored in 

the manager as a part of chunk 

distribution. The Manager uses the 

NDBM library [41] to persist the 

metadata. It is also responsible for 

triggering garbage-collection. 

The storage nodes contribute storage 

space (memory or disk based) to the 

system. Storage nodes serve clients’ 

chunk store/retrieve requests and also 

interact with the manager by publishing 

their status using a soft-state registration 

process. The storage nodes also 

participate in the replication process and 

the garbage collection mechanism. 

The system access interface (SAI) is a 

collection of FUSE [1] call-backs that 

operate at the client node and provide 

the mechanism to access the storage 

space offered by the storage nodes. 

Additionally, the SAI provides client-

side optimizations that include caching 

http://mosastore.net/


   

and data deduplication. Our SAI 

implementation supports the most 

frequently used POSIX system calls; 

simplifying the integration with existing 

and future applications that rely on this 

interface.  
Two design decisions that relate to data 
placement and data replication are 
particularly important for the 
experiments we execute as they need to 
be overridden to evaluate the 
performance of a workflow-aware 
storage system.  

Default data placement policy. 
MosaStore uses a default round robin 
chunk placement policy. Specifically, 
when a new file is created on a stripe of 
n nodes, its chunks are placed in a 
round robin fashion across these nodes. 

Default replication policy. MosaStore 
uses lazy replication for data reliability. 
When a new data chunk is produced by 
the application, the MosaStore client 
stores it at only one of the storage nodes 
and instructs the storage nodes to lazily 
replicate the new chunk to other storage 
nodes until the predetermined 
replication factor is reached. 

3.2. Customizing MosaStore for this 

Study 

A workflow-aware storage system 
should provide per-file configuration at 
runtime to support the data access 
patterns mentioned. Further, the system 
should be workflow engine friendly. 
That is, it should expose internal per-
file/directory information (e.g., data 
location) to help the workflow engine 
optimize its runtime decisions (e.g., 
location-aware scheduling). 

To mimic a workflow-aware storage 
system and to evaluate its performance, 
we customized MosaStore for each 
pattern we evaluate. This section briefly 
presents these customizations. 

Building a fully functional workflow 
aware storage requires enabling 
dynamic, per-object data placement 
policies for multiple data patterns. This 
would involve changes across all 
components of the system to pass the 

information required to implement these 
policies, and designing and 
implementing placement protocols at 
the SAI and the manager. Additionally 
this requires mechanisms to expose the 
data location and to support location-
aware scheduling.   

As our goal is to estimate the potential 
performance gains a workflow-aware 
storage system may offer, we attempt to 
minimize the cost of this limit study. 
Thus we avoid completely 
implementing the system: to reduce the 
cost of experimentation, we implement 
the new data placement policies yet we 
do not enable them to work at per-
object granularity. For experiments, we 
design synthetic benchmarks or use 
applications that exercise only one 
pattern in each stage (a common case in 
workflow application as discussed in 
§2.1) and configure, or sometimes even 
recompile, the storage system to be 
optimized for that pattern. 

For all optimizations we describe below 
we harness the fact that we have added 
the ability to expose data placement 
through standard extended file 
attributes, and we have modified the 
workflow runtime engine to use this 
information to optimize its decisions 
(i.e., data location aware scheduling). 

 Optimized data placement for the 
pipeline pattern. We changed the 
MosaStore data placement module to 
prioritize storing output files 
produced by a pipeline stage at the 
node where the task corresponding to 
that stage runs. If data does not fit on 
the local node, then the file’s chunks 
are shipped remotely through the 
normal MosaStore mechanisms.  

 Optimized data placement for the 
reduce pattern. We changed 
MosaStore to co-locate all the output 
files of a workflow stage followed by 
a reduce stage on a single pre-
specified storage node. If data does 
not fit on the local node, file chunks 
are shipped remotely through the 
normal MosaStore mechanisms. 

 Replication mechanism optimized for 
the broadcast pattern. To avoid that 



  

the storage nodes for a file used in a 
broadcast pattern become a 
bottleneck, we increase the replication 
factor of these files. We changed the 
default MosaStore lazy replication 
mechanism to eager parallel 
replication: replicas are created 
eagerly while each chunk is written to 
storage.   

 Optimized data chunk placement for 
the scatter and gather patterns. 
Unlike other patterns described 
above, that require optimizations at 
the file level, scatter and gather 
require chunk-level optimizations, as 
a single file’s chunks are accessed by 
a number of compute tasks in parallel. 
Consequently, we set the MosaStore 
chunk size to match the application 
per-node access region size, and 
constrain the MosaStore data 
placement such that we can determine 
where each chunk of a file is placed. 
Further, we optimize the scheduling 
decision to run the compute task on 
the node that has the specific file 
chunk accessed by that task. 

To the per-pattern customizations 
described, we have added one general 
optimization: to increase access locality 
we changed the storage client to 
prioritize reading chunks (if available) 
directly from a local node instead of 
reading from remote storage nodes. 

4. Experimental Results 

We use micro-benchmarks, synthetic 

benchmarks, and real applications to 

evaluate the performance gains. Our 

evaluation methodology can be 

summarized as follows: 

 First, to quantitatively evaluate the 

impact of locality we designed a 

micro-benchmark to evaluate the cost 

of accessing a local vs. remote 

storage node to serve application’s 

data requests (§4.1).   

 Second, since the real scientific 

workflows are complex and often 

have multiple I/O patterns with 

several stages [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 

42], we designed application-level 

synthetic benchmarks (§4.2) to 

mimic each data access pattern 

independently.  

 Third, to demonstrate that our 

baseline is competitive with other 

systems, and put the performance 

gains in context, we compare our 

prototype to popular storage systems 

for data processing workloads, 

including Amazon S3, Chirp and 

HDFS (§4.3).  

 Finally, we gain a better 

understanding of possible end-to-end 

gains by evaluating the system with 

one simple real application (§4.4), 

and a complex one (§4.5). 

Experimental Platform. We ran most of 

our evaluation on a cluster of 20 

machines. Each machine has Intel Xeon 

E5345 4-core, 2.33-GHz CPU, 4-GB 

RAM, 1-Gbps NIC, and a 300-GB 

7200-rpm SATA disks. The system has 

an additional NFS server that runs on a 

well provisioned machine with an Intel 

Xeon E5345 8-core, 2.33-GHz CPU, 8-

GB RAM, 1-Gbps NIC, and a 6 SATA 

disks in a RAID 5 configuration. 

4.1. Micro benchmark: The Impact of 

Locality 

While higher throughput is expected 

when accessing local data (i.e., data 

residing on the same node) compared to 

remote data, especially when the storage 

system is backed by RAMDisks, two 

questions remain unanswered: “Is the 

performance gain significant enough to 

justify implementing optimizations to 

improve access locality especially when 

the storage system is backed by 

spinning disks?” Second, for local 

access, domain sockets can be used 

instead of the standard sockets. While 

this complicates the system 

implementation, it may bring 

performance gains. “How much 

performance improvement domain 

sockets bring?” 



   

Experiment setup: To answer the two 

aforementioned questions, we deployed 

the MosaStore with one storage node 

and one SAI in two different setups: 

First, we deploy the storage node and 

the SAI on the same machine. Second, 

we deployed the storage node and SAI 

on two different machines. In both 

setups the manager was deployed on a 

separate machine to keep the metadata 

access cost constant across the 

experiments. 

Customizations: We changed the 

MosaStore to use domain sockets [43] 

and partially eliminate the network 

stack overhead when the storage node 

and the client are collocated.  This takes 

advantage of the fact that domain 

sockets use shared memory instead of 

the network stack. 

The workload: The micro-benchmark 

sequentially writes 30 files of 1GB via a 

single SAI and then sequentially reads 

these files. We chose large files and 

write/read the files back to back to 

reduce the effect of caching.  

Evaluation results: Figure 2 presents 
the I/O throughput for the following 
configurations: node-local storage when 
using the domain socket (Domain) and 
regular socket (Regular), and remote 
storage node with regular socket 
(Remote). Additionally, for comparison, 
we used the native file systems (Local) 

(ext3 on spinning-disk and tmp-fs on 
RAMdisk). These represent ideal 
baselines, and eliminate all MosaStore 
related overheads. Figure 2 presents the 
spinning disks (left) and RAMdisks 
based results (right).  For each plot there 
are two sets of columns presenting the 
write and, respectively, the read 
throughput.  

We first compare the effect of 
locality when using the regular TCP 
stack (first two columns in each plot). 
With spinning-disk, locality does not 
have a pronounced impact on the read 
throughput; as the disk itself is the 
bottleneck (not the network) (Figure 2 – 
left). Locality, however, provides 
significant performance gains for 
writes. This is because the writes often 
hit the file system cache hence the 
network becomes the bottleneck when 
writes are on remote nodes. When the 
storage node is backed by a RAMdisk, 
the network becomes the bottleneck in 
both cases and both local read and 
writes are much faster than remote read 
and remote write. 

Second, we note that domain sockets 
offer a performance advantage: 27% - 
47% performance gain when using 
RAMdisks and 6%-10% gain when 
using spinning-disks (as the bottleneck 
is in accessing the stored data and not in 
its transport).  

 
Figure 2.  I/O throughput when the storage node is backed by spinning disk (left two plots) and RAMdisk 
(right plots).  For each plot there are two sets of columns presenting the write and, respectively, the read 
performance.  Note that the axes use different scales in the two plots. Figures represent average throughput, 
and standard deviation in error bars, over 30 reads/writes. The four configurations we study are: remote - the 
SAI and the storage nodes are deployed on different physical nodes; regular - the SAI and the storage nodes 
on the same physical node, and TCP sockets are used; domain – same yet with domain sockets;  local – 

executing the benchmark directly on the native file system. 



  

4.2. Synthetic Benchmarks 

Secondly, we evaluate our approach 

using a set of application-level synthetic 

benchmarks designed to mimic the data 

access patterns previously described.  

4.2.1. Experiment Setup:  Rationale, 

Workloads, and Statistical Processing 

Current workflow processing often 

works as follows: workflow 

applications stage-in the input data from 

backend storage to a fast intermediate 

shared storage space, process the data in 

this shared space, and then stage-out the 

results.  

Our experiment setup explores this 

scenario to answer the following 

question: “How much gain can a 

workflow-aware storage system bring?” 

To this end, we compare the 

performance of the following 

intermediate shared storage alternatives: 

a workflow-aware storage system (i.e., 

the data access pattern optimized 

MosaStore); a generic distributed 

storage system (we use an un-optimized 

MosaStore deployment); and a NFS 

server representing a backend storage 

system often found in large-scale 

computing machines. We note that an 

un-optimized MosaStore storage system 

is similar other storage systems such as 

Lustre. Further, although NFS is not 

typically used in large scale platforms, 

at our scale with the setup of 20 

machines, it fairly approximates a well-

provisioned shared backend storage 

system. 

Deployment details. The cluster is used 
to run one of the shared storage systems 
(MosaStore with either the default code 
or with the changes we have made to 
mimic a workflow-aware storage 
system) and the synthetic applications. 
One node runs the MosaStore manager 
and 19 run the storage nodes, the 
MosaStore SAI, and the application 
itself. With the NFS configuration we 
run NFS on the above mentioned server 
and the application on the other 19 
nodes. 

Workloads. Our synthetic benchmarks 
fit the standard workflow application 
model (stage-in, workflow execution 
and stage-out) and are composed of 
read/write operations that mimic the file 
access patterns described earlier. The 
benchmarks are purely I/O bound and 
provide an upper bound on the 

 
Figure 3. Summary of synthetic benchmarks for pipeline (a), broadcast (b), reduce (c), and scatter (d) 

patterns. Nodes represent workflow stages (or stage-in/out operations) and arrows represent data 

transfers through files.  Labels on the arrows represent file sizes for the ‘small’ workload.  The other 

workload sizes are presented in Table 2 



   

achievable performance for each 
pattern. For this study, we looked at 
several real-world applications [12, 13, 
14, 15, 16] and selected four workload 
types with different file sizes. Figure 3 
and Table 2 summarize the benchmarks. 

It is worth to reinforce that a typical 
workflow would be a combination of 
stages, each stage exhibiting just one of 
these pattern (§2.1). Thus, focusing our 
initial study on the potential gain per 
access pattern, we can have a clear idea 
of the impact of each optimization and a 
better idea of the impact of combining 
several of them into one application. 

Statistical analysis of the results. We 
report the average execution time and 
standard deviation. We repeated the 
execution of each benchmark at least 15 
times (N=15), which provides a sample 
large enough to guarantee a 95% 
confidence level for the average 
according to the procedure described by 
Raj Jain [44]. Whenever we report 
speedup of the workflow-aware solution 
over another storage system, we base 
this speedup on the average execution 
time and we report the p-value for 95% 
confidence value to compare the two 
systems as described by Kishor Trivedi 
[45]. Using the average is enough since 
most of the cases present small variance 
in performance; the p-value provides 
extra information especially for cases in 
which the variance is higher and/or the 
confidence intervals overlap.  

Table 2. File sizes for different workflow patterns. 

Dataflow 

patterns 

Workloads (file size for input, 

intermediate & output) 

Small Medium Large 

Pipeline 100KB, 

200KB, 

10KB 

100 MB, 

200 MB, 

1MB 

1GB, 

2GB, 

10MB 

Broad 

-cast 

100KB, 

100KB, 

1KB 

100 MB, 

100MB, 

1MB 

1 GB, 

1GB, 10 

MB 

Reduce 10KB, 

10KB, 

200KB 

10MB, 

10MB,  

200MB 

100MB, 

100MB,  

2 GB 

Scatter 100KB, 

190KB, 

1KB 

100MB, 

190MB, 

1MB 

1 GB, 

1900MB

10 MB 

 
The rest of this section presents, for 
each synthetic benchmark, the detailed 
experiments we executed, the 

MosaStore customizations that support 
them, and the evaluation results. 

4.2.2. Pipeline Pattern Evaluation  

The workload (Figure 3(a)). We run in 
parallel 19 application pipelines similar 
to the ones described in the Figure 3.  
Each pipeline stages-in a common input 
file from the shared backend storage 
(i.e., the NFS server), goes through 
three processing stages, that read input 
from the intermediate store and write 
the output to the intermediate store, then 
the final output is staged out back to the 
backend.  

Evaluation Results. Figure 4, Figure 5 
and Figure 6 present the performance 
for small, medium, and large workloads 
respectively. The figures present 
distinctly the performance for data 
staging (stage-in plus stage-out time – 
left bars in each pair) and the 
performance for the pipeline stages that 
touch the intermediate storage system 
(right bars). We experiment with four 
possible intermediate storage 
configurations: (1) a local file system 
(labeled ‘local’ in the plots) which 
represents the best possible performance 
and is presented as a baseline for 
comparison; (2) NFS itself used as 
intermediate storage (labeled ‘NFS’ in 
the plots); (3) MosaStore applying the 
standard configuration (labeled ‘MS 
RAM’ or ‘MS DISK’ depending on 
whether the storage nodes are backed by 
RAMdisk or spinning disk); and (4) a 
MosaStore with modifications to 
become workflow aware (labeled 
‘WF RAM’ or ‘WF DISK’). 

Figure 4. Pipeline pattern – small files. Average 

execution time for staging (left bars) and pipeline 

stages themselves (right bars) 



  

 
Figure 5. Pipeline pattern – medium files. Average 

execution time (in seconds) for medium-size file. 

 

 
Figure 6. Pipeline pattern large files. Average 

execution time (in seconds) for large file sizes. 
 

We note that we could not execute 
the ‘large’ workload for three 
configurations:  The NFS takes 
unreasonably long time (we stopped the 
experiment after 20 minutes) under this 
workload and there is not enough space 
to execute this workload with RAM 
based storage nodes. 

For all scenarios, the workflow-
aware system performs faster than NFS 
and, more importantly, faster than 
MosaStore un-optimized. For the 
medium workload, the workflow aware 
storage is 10x faster than NFS (p-value 
= 1.205e-14), and almost 2x faster than 
vanilla MosaStore (p-value = 2.915e-
14). For the large workload, this 
difference is even larger: NFS is unable 
to properly handle the demand 
generated.  If we compare just the 
workflow execution time for medium 
workload, the workflow aware storage 
reaches almost 5x over MosaStore for 
RAMDisks (p-value = 3.53e-16) and 
almost 4x for spinning disks (p-value = 
2.71e-13). 

The local configuration presents the 
optimal data placement decision for the 

pipeline pattern, serving as a baseline. 
The workflow aware storage 
(‘WF RAM’ and ‘WF DISK’) add 
overhead of metadata operations to 
handle optimizations and the four cases 
(all, but NFS and local) have additional 
context switches and memory copies 
introduced by fuse user-level file 
system. In fact, for the small workload 
the workflow execution time of the 
workflow-aware storage is similar to the 
local storage (p-value 0.058) and it is 
close for medium workload (p-value 
0.035). The performance loss compared 
to local, however, is small compared to 
the performance gains enabled by the 
workflow-aware techniques compared 
to ‘vanilla’ MosaStore.   

4.2.3. Broadcast Pattern Evaluation 

The workload (Figure 3 (b)). An input 
file is staged-in to the intermediate 
storage from the backend. Then the first 
stage reads it and produces a broadcast-
file on the intermediate storage. In the 
second stage, the broadcast-file is read 
by 19 processes running in parallel on 
19 different machines. Each of these 
processes writes its output 
independently on the intermediate 
storage. As a last stage, the output files 
are staged-out to the backend. 

Evaluation Results. Figure 8 and Figure 

7 present the performance for this 

benchmark for ‘medium’ and ‘large’ 

workloads, while varying the number of 

replicas created. We use only a 

deployment based on spinning disks. 

The workflow aware system labeled WF 

performs better than MosaStore (i.e., no 

replication), reaching the best 

performance for 8 replicas for medium 

files and 4 replicas for large files. This 

result matches the expectation of the 

potential benefits of our approach. For 

more replicas than this optimal number, 

the overhead of replication is higher 

than the gains of adding more data 

access points. A similar pattern can be 

observed for small files; in this case, 

replication does not pay off at all 

(results not presented). To better 

understand the trade-off between adding 



   

more access points and creating extra 

replicas, Figure 9 shows the breakdown 

of the benchmark phases for the 

medium size workload. As the number 

of replicas increases, the time to process 

the data (the ‘workflow’ line) decreases 

and the time to create the replicas 

increases. 

These results also point out that the 

actual gains and trade-offs of deciding 

the number of replicas may not be 

straight forward. The access pattern 

inside a file and the size of a file can 

have different impact on performance as 

the hot spots can be for specific blocks, 

which are task dependent. The proper 

customization made possible by cross 

layer communication of a workflow 

aware storage system may require fine 

tuning as we discuss in §2.2. 

 

4.2.4. Reduce Pattern Evaluation 

Customization. To support this pattern 
we change MosaStore data placement 
such that all output files of one stage are 
co-located on a pre-specified storage 
node. The synthetic application using 
the reduce pattern runs the reduce 
application on the nodes storing all the 
files increasing file access locality. 

The workload (Figure 3 (c)). During the 
stage-in phase 19 input files are staged-
into the intermediate storage from the 
back-end storage. In the first stage of 
the benchmark 19 tasks, running in 
parallel on 19 different machines, each 
reads an input file and produces an 

 
A. Small workload 

 
B. Medium workload 

 
C. Large workload 

Figure 10: Reduce pattern. Average benchmark 
execution time (in seconds) for the workflow itself 
and for the stage-in stage out part. Error bars 

represent standard deviation 

 
Figure 7. Average execution time for broadcast 

synthetic benchmark with medium workload. All 

storage systems are deployed on spinning disks. 

 
Figure 8. Average execution time for broadcast 

synthetic benchmark with large workload. All 

storage systems are deployed on spinning disks. 

 
Figure 9. Breakdown of broadcast benchmark for 

the medium workload. It shows the time to create 

requested replicas and the actual workflow time 

separately.  



  

intermediate file. In the next stage a 
single task reads all the intermediate 
files and produces the reduce-file which 
is then staged-out to the backend.  

Evaluation Results. Figure 10 shows 
the runtime for all three workloads and 
the five different configurations of the 
intermediate storage system  

With the RAMdisk configuration, for 
medium and large files, the workflow-
aware system is, on average, between 
4.5x (with large files, p-value < 2.2e-
16) and 3.8x (with medium files, p-
value = 1.354e-15) faster than NFS. 
More importantly, it is 1.8x (for large 
files, p-value < 2.2e-16) to 1.5x (for 
medium files, p-value = 1.275e-10) 
faster than MosaStore default 
configuration. Workflow awareness 
does not offer advantages over default 
configuration for small files: this 
happens because the advantages offered 
by the faster intermediate system are 
cancelled by its additional overheads 
that start to dominate for small files.  

With spinning disks, for medium 
workload, workflow awareness again 
offers similar gains as for RAMdisk 
deployment. For the large workload, 
however, workflow awareness does not 
offer performance benefits. This 
happens because during the reduction 
phase the data is on the spinning-disk 
and the disk throughput becomes a 
bottleneck given the concurrency of 
several clients writing the data in 
parallel. This is also a case where 
vanilla MosaStore (MS DISK) provides 
better performance than workflow-
aware case since data striping prevents 
it from facing the single disk bottleneck 
problem. A similar behavior occurs 
during stage-out leading to a longer 
total staging time.  

4.2.5. Scatter Pattern Evaluation 

The workload (Figure 3 (d)). After 
stage-in the workflow reads the input 
file and produces a scatter-file on the 
intermediate storage. In the second 
stage, 19 processes run in parallel on 
different machines. Each process reads 
a disjoint region of the scatter-file and 

produces an output file. Finally, at the 
stage-out phase, the 19 output files are 
copied to the back-end storage.  

Evaluation Results. The scatter 

benchmark spends equal amount of time 

staging in the input file and creating the 

scatter file (70-90% of the total time). 

Thus, for clarity of presentation, we 

present here only the runtime of the 

scatter stage (stage-2) in Figure 11 and 

Figure 12.  

 

For the medium workload, workflow 
aware storage system is significantly 
faster than NFS (almost 6x speedup, p = 
3.462e-07). Workflow awareness, 
however, does not bring significant 
gains over MosaStore un-optimized: all 
storage configurations perform similarly 
(with p-values higher than 0.05 for all 
pairwise comparisons)  

For the large workload, workflow aware 
storage does offer benefit over vanilla 
MosaStore. On average, it performs 2x 
(p=7.594e-07) faster than MosaStore 
and 14x faster than NFS (p-value < 

 
Figure 11. Scatter pattern medium files. Average 

execution time (in seconds) and standard deviation 

for the scatter stage of the benchmark (medium file 

sizes) 

 
Figure 12: Scatter pattern large files. Average  

execution time (in seconds) and standard deviation 

for the scatter stage of the benchmark (large file 

sizes). For the small workload, the evaluation 

results did not show significant difference among 

all systems and exhibit relatively high variance; 

hence we do not present them. 



   

2.2e-16). This is mainly due to the 
customized data placement which 
significantly increases data access 
locality. The differences between 
spinning-disks and RAMdisk 
deployments are not significant. 

4.3. Comparison with Other Storage 

Systems 

We compare the performance of our 
approach with alternative storage 
system solutions available in cloud 
settings. The evaluation uses 41 
“m1.large” compute instances in 
Amazon EC2 cloud in a single region 
(US East, N. Virginia). Each instance 
has 2 cores, and 7.5 GB of memory. 
The experiments use one node to drive 
the experiments, and run the MosaStore 
manager, and 40 nodes to run the 
storage nodes and the benchmark. We 
use the pipeline customization. 

The workload. We run in parallel 40 
single stage pipelines.  Each of these 
pipelines, first, writes a file, and then 
reads the same file entirely.  We use 
two file sizes: 50MB and 1GB. We 
compare the performance of our 
solutions against Amazon S3 storage  
[46] accessed through a command line 
tool (labeled S3 in the plots) and 
through a FUSE-based file system 
(labeled S3FS), Chirp, distributed 
storage system [47], and Hadoop 
Distributed File System (labeled HDFS) 

[18].  

Results. Figure 13  presents the 
performance of the six storage systems 
for two data file sizes 50MB and 1GB. 
The workflow-aware system performs 
significantly better (2x to 24x) the other 
storage systems. Additionally the 
workflow aware system has much lower 
performance variance.  

4.4. A Real Application  

We use BLAST [48] to evaluate the 

potential end-to-end gains our approach 

can bring. BLAST is a DNA search tool 

for finding similarities between DNA 

sequences. Each client node receives a 

set of DNA sequences as input (a file 

for each node) and all nodes search the 

same database file, i.e., BLAST has the 

broadcast pattern.  

Experiment setup. As in previous 

experiments, a cluster of 20 nodes is 

used to run BLAST. The database files 

and input query files are staged-in from 

backend storage to the RAMDisk based 

storage (workflow aware storage or 

MosaStore). The BLAST application 

runs on each node, then each node 

stages-out the output file.  

Customization. We use the optimization 

for the broadcast pattern. When the 

BLAST database file is staged-in, it will 

 
Figure 13. Comparing the performance of various storage systems S3 (accesses natively and through 

FUSE), Chirp, HDFS and our prototype (vanilla: MS, and with workflow aware optimizations enabled 

– WF) for a single stage pipeline when deployed on 40 Amazon EC2 nodes. The plot presents the 

average execution time (in seconds) and standard deviation for the single stage pipeline. Left plot 

shows results for 1GB files; right plot, 50MB files. Please note the different y-axis scales. 



  

be eagerly replicated so that the 

application can have more access points 

and get performance gains.  

The workload. 19 processes launch 38 

DNA queries in the database 

independently and write results to 

backend storage. We use a 1.7GB RNA 

BLAST database in our experiments. 

Each input query file size is 5-6KB. 

Output file sizes are 29-604KB. 

Evaluation Results. Table 3 presents 

the breakdown for the BLAST 

workflow runtime. Our approach offers 

performance gains compared to NFS as 

well as compared to vanilla MosaStore. 

This matches our expectation and is 

consistent with the results we get in the 

broadcast pattern evaluation section. As 

we increase the replication factor, the 

application workflow time decreases, 

however, the overhead of replication 

becomes larger. Overall, we achieve 

highest performance when the 

replication factor is four. In this 

scenario, the memory used for storage 

on each node is around 360MB.  

4.5. A Complex Application: Montage 

The previous section demonstrated that 
the performance improvements 
highlighted by the synthetic benchmarks 
still hold under real, yet simple 
workflow application. This section 
evaluates the workflow-aware system 
performance using a significantly more 
complex workflow application (Figure 
14), Montage [3], to evaluate the 
performance gains the cross-layer 
optimizations approach bring to a real 
complex application. 

Montage [3] is an astronomy 
application that builds image mosaics 
from a number of independent images 
(e.g., smaller, or on different 

wavelength) captured by telescopes.  

The workload. The Montage workflow 
is composed of 10 different processing 
stages with varying characteristics 
(Table 4).  The I/O communication 
intensity between workflow stages is 
highly variable (presented in Table 4 for 
the input data we use). Overall the 
workflow generates over 650 files with 
sizes from 1KB to over 100MB and 
about 2GB of data are read/written from 
storage. 

Customization. The workflow uses the 
reduce pattern in two stages and the 
pipeline patterns in 4 stages (as the 
labels in Figure 14 indicate). This study 
does not intend to fully implement a 
workflow aware storage system and, 
therefore, the system does not support 
different optimizations throughout the 
same execution (as discussed in §3.2). 
To support different optimizations, we 
restarted the metadata manager with a 
different configuration after the end of 
each stage. 

Evaluation Results. Figure 15 shows 
the total execution time of the Montage 
workflow in three configurations: over 
NFS, and with MS and WF both 
deployed over the spinning disks. 
RAM-Disk experiments (not reported 
here) achieve similar results. The WF 
system achieves the highest 
performance when deployed on disk or 
RAM-disk. When deployed on disk WF 
achieves 30% performance gain 
compared to NFS. Further WF achieves 
up to 10% performance gain compared 
to MS when deployed on disk or RAM-
disk.  Since the whole workflow is 
compute bound (one indication is the 
volume of data moved when related to 
the total execution time) these are 
notable gains.  

Table 3. Average BLAST execution time (in seconds) for NFS, MStore and various replication levels 
controlled in workflow aware storage 

   WF (replication factor) 

 NFS MStore 2 4 8 16 

Stage-in 49 17 19 29 36 55 

90%workflow 264 185 164 155 151 145 

100% workflow 269 207 173 165 162 164 

Stage-out 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Total 320 226 193 191 200 221 



   

 
Figure 14. Montage workflow. The characteristics 

of each stage are described in Table 4. Labels on 

arrow represent the tags used to hint the data 

usage patterns (dp_local for pipeline, and 

dp_collocate for reduce). 

Table 4: Characteristics of Montage workflow  

Stage Data files File size  Optimized 

stageIn 109 MB 57 1.7 MB -2.1 MB  

mProject 438 MB 113 3.3 MB-4.2 MB Yes 

mImgTbl 17 KB 1   

mOverlaps 17 KB 1   

mDiff 148 MB 285 100 KB-3 MB Yes 

mFitPlane 576 KB 142 4.0 KB Yes 

mConcatFit 16 KB 1   

mBgModel 2 KB 1   

mBackground 438 MB 113 3.3MB-4.2MB Yes 

mAdd 330 MB 2 165MB Yes 

mJPEG 4.7 MB 1 4.7 MB Yes 

stageOut 170 MB 2 170 MB Yes 

 

 
Figure 15. Montage workflow execution time 

(averages over four experiments).  Note that, to 

better highlight the differences, y-axis does not 

start at zero.  The application is compute 

intensive. 

5. Summary and Discussion 

This paper explores the viability of a 
workflow-aware storage system. We 
discuss the feasibility of building a 
workflow-aware storage system that 

provides per-file optimizations, and 
evaluates experimentally the 
performance gains such a system can 
bring through micro-benchmarks, 
synthetic benchmarks, and a real 
application. The micro-benchmark 
quantifies the gains locality can bring; 
27% - 47% performance gains 
depending on setup. The synthetic 
benchmarks quantify the gains 
achievable independently for each data 
access pattern and help us compare with 
alternative storage systems (we gain 
0.5x to 3x for most I/O intensive 
synthetic workloads). Finally, an end-
to-end application-based evaluation 
shows a 15% performance gain.  

Guidance for a future design. This 
study provides guidance for the future 
design of our workflow-aware storage. 
In a few experiments, the gains of 
workflow awareness are cancelled by 
additional overheads. More specifically, 
the broadcast pattern evaluation 
highlights the trade-off between adding 
more data access points and the 
overhead of creating extra replicas. This 
highlights the need for a component to 
make such decisions dynamically, in 
deployment specific contexts. The 
reduce pattern evaluation shows that, 
depending on deployment, optimization 
can create a bottleneck if all output files 
are written to the same node. Tree-like 
aggregation is an alternative 
optimization to explore for this pattern. 

Currently we are building a 
workflow-aware storage system to 
demonstrate in practice the potential 
gains this study highlights, and to 
explore solutions to determine and 
communicate the workflow’s data 
access patterns to the storage system.  

Further, workflow access patterns 
can be useful for optimizing other parts 
of the system (e.g. network, task 
resource allocator). This requires 
designing subsystems that can be 
optimized at run time for the target 
workload. We are currently 
investigating approaches for optimizing 
the resource allocation for a given 
workflow [23].  
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